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Incubation Centre Held an Awareness Programme on Innovation and
Start-up Policy of FAMT 

The Incubation Center, in association with IEDC and FAMT IIC, organized an awareness

program on “FAMT Innovation and Start-up Policy”  on  20th July 2024.  The program

aimed to introduce the faculty to the “FAMT Innovation and Start-up Policy” to ensure a

clear understanding of the policy framework.

The program covered several key topics, including an overview of the policy, the eligibility

and application process, support and resources available, and the benefits of the policy. The

session also included a Q&A segment to address any queries from the attendees.

Dr.  Sandeep  Chawda,  Dean  R&D,  Convener  Incubation  Center,  Convener  IEDC  Cell,

President FAMT IIC, and Convener IPR Cell, served as the resource person for the event and

also coordinated the event. He provided an in-depth presentation on the policy, highlighting

its aims, objectives, and significance. The eligibility and application process were thoroughly

explained, emphasizing the key steps and necessary information required for applying. The

support  and  resources  available  to  startups  through  the  policy  were  discussed  in  detail,

covering  aspects  such  as  infrastructure,  financial  assistance,  mentorship,  and  business

development support. Additionally, the benefits of the policy for students, faculty, startups,

and the institute were outlined, showcasing the advantages and opportunities provided by the

policy.

The session was well-attended, with 20 faculty members participating. Prof. S. V. Jadhav

shared his experience on his start-up journey at FAMT, discussing the support he received

and inspiring the attendees with his success story.  The interactive Q&A segment allowed

participants to clarify their doubts and gain a deeper understanding of the policy.

In  the  vote  of  thanks,  Dr  Sandeep  Chawda  expressed  gratitude  to  the  Principal  and  the

Management for their continuous support and encouragement. He also thanked Dr J J Mane,

Head of Electrical Department and Mr. Swapnil Mohite for extending their support. Special

thanks were offered to Prof. S. V. Jadhav for sharing his valuable experience.
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Event Photographs

Photo 1: Dr. Chawda sharing insights on the FAMT Innovation and Start-up Policy.

Photo 2: Dr. Chawda sharing insights on the FAMT Innovation and Start-up Policy.
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Photo 3: Prof. S. V. Jadhave discussing his start-up journey and experience at FAMT.

Photo 4: Faculty members actively engaged in the Q&A session during the awareness program
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Photo 5: Event Banner
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